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Abstract 
 
Governments increasingly use changes in tax rules to combat evasion. We develop a general 
approach to point-identify tax compliance along with supply and demand elasticities; 
identification requires data on prices and quantities before and after changes in tax enforcement 
and a demand or supply shifter. We illustrate our approach using data on Airbnb collection 
agreements, where full enforcement is achieved by shifting the tax burden away from hosts to 
renters via the platform. We find that taxes are paid on roughly zero to 3.5 percent of Airbnb 
transactions prior to enforcement. 
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1 Introduction

In some markets, tax obligations are ambiguous or difficult to enforce, leading to less tax

revenue and a competitive advantage for agents who can more easily evade. For example,

in online marketplaces such as Amazon and Airbnb, cooperation between tax authorities

and online platforms to increase compliance is now commonplace. Changes in enforcement

can increase compliance by, for example, changing the method of reporting or collecting,

improving tracking of market transactions, shifting collection to the side of the market or

platform with higher compliance, or otherwise increasing oversight. Identifying the level

of compliance prior to enforcement is crucial to determining the value of tax enforcement

efforts.

We introduce a framework for recovering the structural market parameters from changes

in tax enforcement where the level of tax compliance is unknown prior to the change in

enforcement. While the introduction of a fully enforced tax identifies both demand and

supply elasticities (Zoutman et al., 2018), a model of tax enforcement with non-compliance

includes an additional parameter, tax compliance before enforcement, and the enforcement

policy is not sufficient on its own to point identify pre-enforcement compliance (Bibler et al.,

2021). We show how to recover the pre-policy tax compliance rate, along with the structural

demand and supply elasticities, in all cases in which an enforcement policy leads to a potential

change in compliance. Our framework encompasses all four possible combinations of shifts

in the statutory burden determined by an enforcement policy: (i) the statutory burden shifts

from the supply to the demand side; (ii) the statutory burden shifts from the demand to

the supply side; (iii) the statutory burden remains on the demand side before and after the

change in enforcement; and (iv) the statutory burden remains on the supply side. The level

of compliance and the structural elasticities are identified from changes in tax enforcement

policy without relying on variations in the statutory tax rate.

When tax compliance is not an issue, two exclusion restrictions are required to identify

demand and supply elasticities from variations in the tax rate. In contrast, identifying tax
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compliance along with demand and supply elasticities necessitates three exclusion restric-

tions, requiring an additional supply or demand shifter. We outline the necessary exclusion

restrictions in all four cases. Our approach assumes that the compliance rate after enforce-

ment is known (but can be less than full).

Because our framework is adaptable to any change in tax enforcement, it provides a

solution for estimating market structural parameters in a broad set of cases. This flexibility

is crucial as enforcement policies can vary while still fitting into one of the four cases we cover.

For instance, Airbnb has entered into numerous Voluntary Collection Agreements (VCAs)

with state and local governments worldwide, whereby Airbnb collects taxes on applicable

transactions and remits them to the tax jurisdiction on behalf of the renters rather than

relying on individual hosts to collect and remit. Similarly, Amazon is now required to collect

sales taxes at checkout, rather than rely on consumer-base compliance.

We empirically illustrate our model using the tax collection agreements between Airbnb

and several state and local governments. These agreements result in a switch from an

unenforced period to full enforcement and a shift in the statutory incidence from the supply

(hosts) to the demand side (renters) via the platform. In this case, the necessary restrictions

comprise two restrictions resembling the Ramsey Exclusion Restriction (RER) (Ramsey,

1927; Zoutman et al., 2018), and one Standard Exclusion Restriction (SER) based on an

additional demand shifter. These three restrictions identify the elasticity of supply, the

elasticity of demand, and the pre-enforcement rate of tax compliance.

We use data on the Airbnb accommodation market, including prices and bookings during

the pre- and post-enforcement periods in 24 metropolitan areas in the US. In addition, we

construct three alternative variables that act as plausibly exogenous demand shifters: (i) the

number of incoming flight passengers; (ii) the monthly search volume for hotels from Google

Trends in a given metro; and (iii) the monthly search volume from Google Trends for Airbnb

rooms. To identify the parameters of interest, we employ a differences-in-differences design

exploiting variation in enforcement agreements across time, location, and tax rates.
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The estimated coefficients result in a market-level demand elasticity ranging between

-0.35 and -0.56 and a supply elasticity between 1.63 and 2.01.1 Taxes are paid on up to

3.5 percent of Airbnb transactions before enforcement. All demand shifters yield similar

estimates, and all specifications reject a 20% compliance rate at the 10% level. Using our

approach to test for heterogeneity in compliance rates is straightforward. For example,

distinguishing between listings operated by individual and professional hosts, we find that

the pre-enforcement compliance rate is higher for listings managed by professional hosts

(between 19 and 36%). Our results suggest the Airbnb tax collection agreements addressed a

substantial tax evasion issue, as pre-enforcement compliance is virtually null for the majority

of listings. Enforcement implies a median increase in tax revenue of $1000 per property-year.

After accounting for equilibrium effects in prices and quantities, the low level of compliance

resulted in 8.7 to $10 million/year lost in tax revenues on transactions completed before the

change in tax enforcement.

Related Literature Our work contributes to the literature focused on tax evasion, par-

ticularly the research studying compliance in the presence of changes in remittance and

enforcement regimes: Kopczuk et al. (2016), Baugh et al. (2018), Bibler et al. (2021), Fox

et al. (2022), Agrawal and Shybalkina (2023), Waseem (2023), and Carrillo et al. (2023).

We directly build on the work of Bibler et al. (2021); the authors infer an upper bound on

pre-enforcement tax compliance using a change in enforcement. We advance this literature

by providing a framework that leverages a tax enforcement change along with an additional

exogenous shifter to point-identify compliance. Precise identification of compliance is fun-

damental to gaining a sense of the value of tax enforcement efforts, and the plausibility of

ex-ante counterfactual evaluations for jurisdictions that have yet to enter a tax agreement.

For example, Farronato and Fradkin (2022) implicitly assume that hosts do not pay lodging

taxes when simulating the impact of tax regime changes on the Airbnb market. Our paper

1Bibler et al. (2021) obtain similar estimates of market-level demand elasticity; Bibler et al. (2021) and
Farronato and Fradkin (2018) similar supply elasticities.
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effectively validates their assumption.

Our empirical application to Airbnb also contributes to the growing literature on regu-

lating the market for short-term rentals: Jia and Wagman (2020), Chen et al. (2023), Jin

et al. (2023). Our results suggest that tax evasion was rampant before the introduction

of regulation; tax collection agreements effectively close the gap in tax treatment between

Airbnb and brick-and-mortar hotels.

2 Background

Changes in remittance and enforcement rules can have profound effects on tax compliance

(Slemrod, 2019). We show how these changes can be exploited to identify compliance. In

this section, we discuss examples of all four possible combinations of changes in statutory

incidence that we cover in our theoretical framework and outline in Table 1. When referring

to remittance performed by a platform, we define the side of the market ultimately bearing

the statutory burden as the side on behalf of which the platform collects and remits.

The first example is the “Airbnb case” (Case A in Table 1), which is also the subject of

our empirical application. The platform has recently entered into collection agreements with

local jurisdictions, which shift the remittance obligation from the property host (supply) to

the renter (demand) via the platform and directly affect the enforceability of taxation. We

can safely assume that, after the change in the remittance rule, compliance is practically full

as Airbnb takes measures to avoid off-platform transactions.2 In addition, substitution to

alternative peer-to-peer home-sharing platforms is likely negligible as their market share is

small with respect to Airbnb, which can offer significant network effects to hosts and renters.3

The second example, the “Amazon case” (Case B in Table 1), falls within the scope of

regulating the taxation of online retail sales, which developed in three waves (Fox et al.,

2022; Agrawal and Shybalkina, 2023). First, between 2011 and 2015, several state legisla-

2For example, guests and hosts cannot exchange contact information prior to booking.
3Bibler et al. (2021) do not find a significant impact on the number of properties listed following the

introduction of the collection agreements.
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tures started to enforce the collection of sales tax on Amazon, the largest online retailer,

at checkout (the Amazon Tax). Then, the 2018 Wayfair decision eliminated the physical

presence nexus standard, ruling that the economic presence in a state is enough to subject a

seller to a state’s sales tax collection requirement. However, as sellers’ compliance with the

use tax was low due to limited enforcement capacity (Manzi, 2012; Agrawal and Mardan,

2019), a third wave of legislation, the Marketplace Facilitator laws, required all platforms

that host a large number of smaller sellers to collect sales tax on all transactions on the plat-

form. Empirical evidence from Fox et al. (2022) suggests that compliance is full or nearly

full following legislation. As in Baugh et al. (2018), we refer to the Amazon Tax, which en-

forced consumer-base compliance via the platform without changing the statutory incidence,

as an example of increased enforcement in which the burden remains on the customers (the

demand side).

Waseem (2023) leverage a tax reform in Pakistan to study VAT evasion via ghost firms.

While the remittance rule and the statutory incidence do not change, remaining on the supply

side (Case C in Table 1), the reform dramatically reduced the tax liability for certain goods,

effectively modifying the evasion incentives and, as a consequence, the level of compliance

after the reform.

Finally, Kopczuk et al. (2016) leverage a change in the statutory incidence of diesel

taxes, showing that diesel taxes statutorily levied on wholesalers and distributors raise more

revenues than equivalent taxes on retailers. Shifting the statutory incidence up the supply

chain, akin to a shift from the demand side (retailers) to the supply side (wholesalers and

distributors) of the market (Case D in Table 1), directly affects the enforceability of taxation

and compliance.
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3 The Conceptual Framework

This section presents a model of tax enforcement, allowing for tax evasion. We start by

outlining the Zoutman et al. (2018) model, which assumes full compliance. Assume that

we have equilibrium price and quantity panel data for a good. The index i can indicate a

market, a firm, or an individual, and the index t denotes time. The following structural

equations denote demand and supply, respectively:

yit = εdpit + γTit + vdit,

yit = εspit + ηTit + vsit,

where yit denotes the logged quantity and pit the logged price; thus, the price coefficients (εd

and εs) represent elasticities. The demand and supply disturbances are denoted by vdit and

vsit.
4 The term Tit = f(τit) is a function of the ad-valorem tax rate, τit, such that yit is linear

in Tit. The tax rate τit is assumed to be exogenous (possibly after controlling for a vector

of covariates in the empirical application). The demand and supply equations result in the

following reduced-form equations for quantity and price:

yit =
γεs − ηεd

εs − εd
Tit + ζyit,

pit =
γ − η

εs − εd
Tit + ζpit.

Let πTy and πTp denote the reduced-form coefficients. The relationship between reduced

form and structural coefficients can be represented as follows:

πTy =
γεs − ηεd

εs − εd
,

πTp =
γ − η

εs − εd
.

4This follows the specification adopted by Zoutman et al. (2018). The xit terms included in Zoutman et
al. (2018) are omitted for simplicity.
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To identify the structural demand and supply elasticities, Zoutman et al. (2018) make

two assumptions. First, the standard Exclusion Restriction (SER) states that the tax is

levied on the demand side: η = 0. Second, the Ramsey Exclusion Restriction (RER) states

that demand depends only on the price after taxation: γ = εd. Imposing SER and RER

generates a system of two equations with two unknowns. Solving for εd and εs yields:

εs =
πTy

πTp

, (1)

εd =
πTy

1 + πTp

. (2)

To illustrate how tax evasion impacts the identification of the structural parameters,

Figure 1 presents two cases of tax enforcement in the presence of evasion: home-sharing

(Airbnb) and online retail (Amazon). Figure 1a represents the Airbnb case, in which tax

enforcement changes the statutory burden from the supply side, where the fraction of tax-

compliant transactions before enforcement is denoted by λ1, to the demand side, where the

fraction of tax-compliant transactions is denoted by λ2. In practice, we assume that λ2 = 1

because all renters pay taxes at the point of sale. Figure 1b represents the Amazon case,

where the statutory burden initially falls on consumers, and a share λ1 pays taxes. After

Amazon enforces sales taxes at checkout, the burden remains on the demand side where all

consumers (λ2 = 1) now pay the tax. The fundamental divergence from the model of a tax

introduction with full compliance is that the magnitude of the shift of one function (either

supply or demand) resulting from an enforcement change depends on the pre-enforcement

compliance parameter (λ1).

We extend the framework proposed by Zoutman et al. (2018) to account for tax eva-

sion. We have a two-period framework, before and after a change in enforcement. In the

first period, the level of tax compliance is unknown. In the second period, the change in

enforcement goes into effect, and the level of tax compliance is known. We show how to

identify the unknown level of tax compliance before the change in enforcement, as well as
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the elasticities of supply and demand. Our approach also generalizes to cases where the rate

of tax compliance goes from known to unknown.5

Our framework encompasses all four possible combinations of shifts in the statutory

burden determined by an enforcement policy: (A) the statutory burden shifts from the

supply to the demand side after the change; (B) the statutory burden remains on the demand

side; (C) the statutory burden remains on the supply side; and (D) the statutory burden

shifts from the demand to the supply side. We summarize the necessary assumptions and

identification results for each case in Table 1. In what follows, we focus on the case where

full compliance occurs in the post-enforcement period (λ2 = 1), as in the case of Airbnb and

Amazon.6

To start, consider the following updated system of demand and supply:

yit = εdpit + γTit + ρZit + vdit,

yit = εspit + ηTit + αZit + vsit,

where Zit denotes an additional variable acting as a demand or supply shifter. Following

Zoutman et al. (2018), we assume that the structural equations are written in logarithms;

thus, price coefficients are the structural demand and supply elasticities. We represent the

demand-supply system in the following reduced-form equations for quantity and price:

yit =
γεs − ηεd

εs − εd
Tit +

ρεs − αεd

εs − εd
Zit + ζyit,

pit =
γ − η

εs − εd
Tit +

ρ− α

εs − εd
Zit + ζpit.

Let πTy, πTp, πZy, and πZp capture the four reduced form coefficients in the two equations

above. The relationship between reduced-form and structural coefficients can be represented

5While we cast our framework in terms of temporal variation in enforcement (before and after a change
in enforcement), our approach also generalizes to cases with cross-sectional variation in enforcement. For ex-
ample, enforcement or monitoring efforts can vary across firms based on size (Almunia and Lopez-Rodriguez,
2018; Bachas and Soto, 2021), and auditing efforts may vary across individuals (Kleven et al., 2011).

6The general case with λ2 is included in Table 1.
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as follows:

πTy =
γεs − ηεd

εs − εd
,

πTp =
γ − η

εs − εd
,

πZy =
ρεs − αεd

εs − εd
,

πZp =
ρ− α

εs − εd
.

The assumptions necessary to identify elasticities and measures of tax evasion depend on

which side of the market bears the statutory tax burden in the pre- and post-enforcement

periods. We focus on the case of VCAs applied in Airbnb markets. In this case, the statutory

burden falls on the supply side pre-enforcement and shifts to the demand side after an

agreement is in place (Case A in Table 1).7 To identify the parameters for Case A, we make

the following assumptions:

Assumption 1. Standard Exclusion Restriction (SER2). The variable Zit is a demand

shifter and does not appear in the structural supply equation: α = 0

Assumption 2. Ramsey Exclusion Restriction (RER). Demand depends only on the price

after taxation: γ = εd.

Assumption 1 (SER2) is a standard exclusion restriction implying that Zit acts as a de-

mand shifter. Our SER2 exclusion restriction differs from the Standard Exclusion Restriction

used in Zoutman et al. (2018), which states that, if the tax is levied on the demand side,

η = 0. In our case, we cannot rely on such an exclusion restriction on the tax because the

change in enforcement is accompanied by a shift in the statutory burden from one side of the

market to the other. Assumption 2 is the Ramsey Exclusion Restriction used in Zoutman

7We provide examples, necessary assumptions, and the main results for all four cases in Table 1. In
addition, Appendix A provides additional information on the necessary assumptions found in Table 1 for
Cases B to D that are not formally treated in this section.
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et al. (2018); it states that demand depends on the after-tax price.8

Under Assumptions 1 and 2, we express the supply and demand elasticities as follows:

εs =
πZy

πZp

, (3)

εd =
πTy

1 + πTp

. (4)

In addition, if the SER2 and RER hold, we can solve for η as follows:

η = πTy − εsπTp. (5)

To identify the level of compliance prior to enforcement (λ1) separately from the elasticity

of supply (εs), we make a third assumption:

Assumption 3. Ramsey Exclusion Restriction λ1 (RERλ1). The magnitude of the supply

shift due to the tax can be represented as follows: η = λ1ε
s, where λ1 ∈ [0, 1] captures the

tax compliance rate in the market before the change in enforcement.

Similar to the RER assumption for demand, Assumption 3 relates the magnitude of the

supply-side response from tax enforcement to the supply elasticity, εs, which must be scaled

by the tax compliance rate, λ1. Combining Assumption 3 with Equation (5), we solve for

the tax compliance rate in the first period:

λ1 = −πTp +
πTy

εs
. (6)

The expression relates λ1 and εs and describes the identification problem. To separately

identify the level of compliance (λ1) and the elasticity of supply (εs), we need a restriction

on α; that is, we need a demand shifter Zit to identify the elasticity of supply (εs). The

8While Zoutman et al. (2018) suggest that RER may be violated in markets with non-compliance, we
model a change in tax enforcement, rather than a change in the tax rate, and explicitly allow for an unknown
level of compliance in the pre-enforcement period.
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demand shifter is necessary to determine the portion of the enforcement-induced price change

attributable to a shift in the supply curve rather than a movement along the supply curve.

With an estimated elasticity of supply identified by the variation in a demand shifter, we

can solve for the level of compliance (λ1).
9

In Equation (6), λ1 has two components. The first one is the price change resulting

from the tax enforcement, which represents an upper bound on the level of compliance; in

the extreme case in which supply is perfectly elastic, the price change is solely due to a

shift of a horizontal supply function. The second component describes the amount of the

price change that can be attributed to a movement along the supply curve. Intuitively, the

difference in the total change and the change explained by a movement along the supply

curve is attributed to the shift in the supply function due to the alleviation of the statutory

burden among the fraction of compliant suppliers. Compliance can be estimated using the

estimates for each component of Equation (6).

As outlined in Table 1, the identification assumptions and results depend on the statutory

incidence before and after the change in enforcement. Each case requires a different set

of identification assumptions. For example, under Cases A and C, the magnitude of the

enforcement-induced demand shift is known (either no shift or related to the size of the

tax), but Zit must act as a demand shifter to disentangle compliance and the elasticity of

supply; hence the assumption that α = 0. In contrast, under Cases B and D, the size of the

supply shift with enforcement is known, but Zit must act as a supply shifter to disentangle

compliance and the elasticity of demand; hence the assumption that ρ = 0.

3.1 Salience

Online prices may not be fully salient to customers (Blake et al., 2021). This is naturally

a concern in our setting once tax enforcement occurs, especially in our application to the

9When supply is perfectly inelastic (εs = 0), pre-enforcement compliance is not identified because supply
is not a function of the enforced tax rate. Identification requires that tax enforcement affects both sides of
the market.
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Airbnb market. In general, salience can take on various forms across the market settings

considered in Table 1. In this subsection, we show that the tax compliance parameter derived

above (Case A in Table 1) is unaffected by incomplete salience after enforcement.

Salience affects the Ramsey Exclusion Restriction. Specifically, Assumptions 1 (SER2)

and 3 (RERλ1) remain unaltered, but we modify Assumption 2:

Assumption 2′. The Ramsey Exclusion Restriction under imperfect Salience (RERS): De-

mand depends on the total salient price after taxation so that γ = θ · εd, where θ ∈ [0, 1]

denotes the degree of salience of the tax to consumers.

The expressions for πZy and πZp are unchanged; however, πTy and πTp become:

πTy =
θεd · εs − ηεd

εs − εd
,

πTp =
θεd − η

εs − εd
.

Similarly, the expressions for εs and η are unaltered, but the elasticity of demand becomes:

εd =
πTy

θ + πTp

.

The equation for λ1 follows Equation (6). Differentiating with respect to the salience param-

eter reveals that the implied level of pre-enforcement compliance is unaffected by changes in

salience:

dλ1

dθ
= −dπTp

dθ
+

dπTy

dθ
· 1

εs
= − εd

εs − εd
+

εd · εs

εs − εd
· 1

εs
= 0.

Intuitively, incomplete salience impacts the estimated effect of tax enforcement on prices

and quantities; these effects offset each other when calculating the level of pre-enforcement

compliance, λ1. Thus, changes in salience do not impact the identification of pre-enforcement

tax compliance. Incomplete salience after enforcement, if present, would affect the estimated

market elasticity of demand but not the compliance rate.10

10If salience is less than one, the estimated demand elasticity is attenuated.
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4 An Application to the Airbnb Market

We present an application of the identification results outlined in the conceptual framework

using the collection agreements stipulated between Airbnb and state and local governments.

As discussed in Section 2, these agreements achieve full enforcement by shifting the tax

burden away from hosts to renters via the platform. Using the results outlined in Section 3,

we estimate the level of pre-enforcement compliance in Airbnb markets and the elasticity of

supply and demand.

4.1 Data

We start with information derived from Airbnb.com on short-term rental listings, including

daily price, daily availability, daily bookings, and date of booking. The data is collected

by AirDNA, a third-party source that frequently scrapes property, availability, and host

information from the website.

Our estimation sample covers 24 major metropolitan areas across the United States and

includes 241,810 Airbnb listings active between August 2014 and September 2017 in 78 tax

jurisdictions. We define tax jurisdictions as unique city, county, and state combinations.11 To

alleviate concerns about potential confounders, we follow Bibler et al. (2021) by excluding

jurisdictions affected by confounding regulations. The sample includes listings that are

relatively close substitutes to traditional short-term rental options.12 Finally, we aggregate

our property-day data to the property-month level for our analysis.

We augment the data with information on the timing of VCAs and the tax rate enforced

by each VCA. This information is constructed using information published on the Airbnb

website and from secondary sources such as news and government websites. We confirm the

timing and the tax rates for the entire sample. Enforcement through VCAs varies across

11Our sample includes a larger number of jurisdictions with respect to Bibler et al. (2021), which rely on
within metro-year-month treatment variation.

12We remove shared room listings, properties with more than four bedrooms, listings allowing more than
twelve guests, and listings with an average price in the bottom or top ten percent of the jurisdiction-specific
price distribution.
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jurisdictions and within jurisdiction over time. Of the 78 tax jurisdictions, 45 are treated by

a VCA, while the remaining 33 jurisdictions are never treated during the sample period. Of

the 45 treated tax jurisdictions, 21 experience at least one increase in the enforced tax rate

during the post-period.

Finally, we construct three demand shifters. First, we use monthly data on the number

of flight passengers by airport provided by Sabre Travel Solutions; we isolate incoming trips

as part of a round trip from a different city and aggregate incoming passengers at the

metro level to measure potential demand for accommodation.13 Our measure of incoming

passengers proxies for demand fluctuations driven by area-specific seasonality, idiosyncratic

shocks, and long-term trends in demand. In addition, we include two demand shifters based

on Google Trends, which provides a normalized measure of search volume for a given query

(Barron et al., 2021; Farronato and Fradkin, 2022). We use two queries: “hotels ‘metro’ ”

and “Airbnb ‘metro’ ”, and extract monthly data series for each metro between June 2014

and November 2019. Google Trends series are standardized to equal 100 in the peak month

over the search period and range from 0 to 100. Importantly, both measures reflect searches

from all locations worldwide.

Table 2 presents the summary statistics. The booking price is tax-inclusive before the

implementation of a VCA and tax-exclusive after. The average booking price is roughly

$135 per night, while the average number of nights booked per property-month is 5.75. The

number represents the number of nights booked in a property-month for future stays, which

can exceed 31. The average tax rate enforced through the platform in treated jurisdictions

is 10.9%. Finally, the table includes summary statistics for the three demand shifters. The

first one, Arriving Passengers (measured in 1000s), refers to the total number of arriving

passengers at the metro-month level of passengers; the sample average is over 1.1 million

passengers per month. The last two rows of Table 2 include the summary of the Google

Trends variables. The sample average of the hotel trend is around 75; that is, the average

13We supplement this with official passenger statistics for the San Francisco International Airport (SFO),
which is missing in our data.
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search activity is equal to 75% of the peak month. Similarly, the sample average of the

Airbnb trend is around 52, meaning that the average search activity is 52% of the peak

month.

4.2 Estimation

Our primary goal is to estimate pre-enforcement tax compliance, the elasticity of supply, and

the elasticity of demand. To this end, we estimate the effects of VCAs on average booking

prices and nights booked per property-month. Although Airbnb tax enforcement policies

vary at the tax jurisdiction level, we use the property as our cross-sectional unit to control

for property-specific heterogeneity. Our application aligns with the framework outlined in

Section 3 and Case A in Table 1.

We estimate the following two difference-in-differences specifications:

ln(1 + Nights Bookedkjmt) = πTy ln(1 + τjmt) + πZyZmt + δk + δt + uy
kjmt, (7)

ln(Booking Pricekjmt) = πTp ln(1 + τjmt) + πZpZmt + δk + δt + up
kjmt. (8)

The outcome in equation (7) is ln(1 + Nights Bookedkjmt), the logarithm of the number

of nights booked for property k in tax jurisdiction j and metro m in month-year t.14 The

outcome in equation (8) is ln(Booking Pricekjmt), the logarithm of the booking price for

property k in tax jurisdiction j and metro m in month-year t. In both equations, the

treatment variable is ln(1 + τjt); the term τjt is the tax rate, in percentage terms, enforced

in jurisdiction j at time t. The parameters of interest, πTy and πTp, represent the percent

change in quantity and prices associated with a one percent increase in (1 + τjt), which

approximates a one percentage point increase in the tax rate enforced through the platform.

We include a demand shifter at the metro and month-year level denoted Zmt. The coef-

14We use the logarithmic transformation ln(1 + Y ) because the outcome is weakly positive but can equal
zero. Appendix Table B.1 shows that estimation via Poisson regression (Chen and Roth, 2024) yields very
similar estimates.
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ficient estimates associated with the demand shifter, πZy and πZp, are critical to disentangle

the elasticity of supply from the pre-enforcement compliance rate. Each specification includes

property fixed effects, δk, to control for time-invariant property-specific characteristics, and

month-year fixed effects, δt, to control for year and location-invariant monthly variation in

the short-term rental market. The extensive set of fixed effects also ensures that the tax

rates are plausibly exogenous as we base our inferences on within property and year-month

variations. Finally, we cluster the standard errors by tax jurisdiction.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Reduced Form Estimates

Before reporting the main estimates, we produce two sets of event studies based on binary

treatment versions of Equations (7) and (8). We address the two primary concerns with

estimating two-way fixed effects (TWFE) specifications in our setting: differential pre-trends

between the treated and control groups, and the staggered adoption of the tax enforcement

policies. Appendix Figure B.1 presents the event study coefficients for quantity (Panel a)

and price (Panel b). In both specifications, the estimates delivered by the TWFE estimator

are close to the estimates obtained using the method proposed by Sun and Abraham (2021).

In addition, pre-treatment coefficients are close to zero, while post-treatment coefficients

are substantially larger in magnitude than any of the pre-treatment coefficients, consistent

with the parallel trends assumption. We also include the sensitivity analysis suggested by

Rambachan and Roth (2023) for our post-treatment estimates in Appendix Figure B.2.

Table 3 reports reduced form estimates of the effect of a tax enforced through a VCA on

the number of nights booked (Panel A) and the booking price (Panel B). The first column

in the table shows results for the simplest specification, which includes property fixed effects

and month-year fixed effects. We estimate that a 10 percentage point increase in the enforced

tax rate decreases the number of nights booked by 3.8% and reduces the booking price by

2.4%. Columns 2 to 4 of the table include estimates of Equations (7) and (8) using three
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different variables that act as demand shifters: (i) the number of incoming flight passengers

(column 2); (ii) the search volume for hotels from Google Trends in a given metro (column 3);

and (iii) the search volume for Airbnb rooms from Google Trends in a given metro (column

4).

In all specifications, the estimated effects of the enforced tax rate on both nights booked

and prices are similar. We also find that, intuitively, increased demand leads to higher

quantities and prices. For example, a 10% increase in arriving passengers yields a statistically

significant 5.4% increase in the number of nights booked (Panel A) and 3.3% increase in

booking prices (Panel B). A one-point increase in the volume of Google hotel searches leads

to a 0.8% increase in nights booked and an increase in the booking prices of 0.4%.15

Appendix Table B.1 presents a robustness check on the logarithmic transformation ln(1+

Nights Bookedkjmt) that we use because the outcome is weakly positive but can equal zero.

Following Chen and Roth (2024), we estimate the quantity equation via a Poisson regression,

obtaining very similar estimates for the reduced-form coefficients and implied structural

parameters.16

4.3.2 Structural Estimates

Table 4 includes estimates for the market-level elasticity of demand, the elasticity of supply,

and pre-enforcement tax compliance. The structural parameters are constructed using the

reduced form estimates. Case A of Table 1 displays the relationships between the reduced

form and the structural estimates in our application. As we assume that VCAs lead to full

compliance, λ2 = 1.

Using passenger arrivals as a demand shifter, the market-level elasticity of demand,

εd=
π̂Ty

1+π̂Tp
, is equal to −0.366

1−0.252
= −0.489. Using the same demand shifter, we obtain an

15Google Trends are standardized to the peak month over the trend period, so a one-point change in the
trend reflects a one-percentage-point change in the search interest for a given metro area.

16Using the logarithmic transformation ln(1 + Nights Bookedkjmt), we obtain slightly higher compliance
parameters. In the main text, we present the most conservative empirical results in terms of identified
evasion.
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elasticity of supply, εs=
π̂Zy

π̂Zp
, equal to 0.539

0.330
= 1.632. The estimated elasticities of demand and

supply are consistent across the three specifications employing different demand shifters.

The market-level elasticity of demand ranges between -0.35 and -0.56. These estimates are

consistent with Bibler et al. (2021); they estimate a demand elasticity of -0.48 using a smaller

sample and a different set of fixed effects. The elasticity of supply ranges between 1.63 and

2.01. These estimates are consistent with the ones obtained by Farronato and Fradkin (2018)

equal to 2.16, and the lower bound estimate of 1.5 obtained by Bibler et al. (2021).

Finally, we estimate pre-enforcement compliance, λ̂1 = −π̂Tp +
π̂Ty

ε̂s
. The estimated com-

pliance rate has two components: the total price change and the price change that could

be explained by a movement along the supply curve. Using passenger arrivals as a demand

shifter, we obtain a pre-enforcement compliance rate equal to 0.252 − 0.366
1.632

= 0.028; only

2.8% of transactions were compliant before enforcement. The confidence intervals are tight

around the obtained values of pre-enforcement compliance. We test the hypotheses that

λ1 > 0.1 and λ1 > 0.2; the p−values are 0.287 and 0.091, respectively. These results suggest

that we can rule out even modest compliance rates.

Using the Google search volume variables as demand shifters, we obtain very similar

estimates; the pre-enforcement compliance date, λ1, is between zero and 3.5 percent. In

other words, the price change can be explained almost entirely by a movement along the

supply function based on the estimated elasticity of supply and the change in the number of

nights booked.

When calculating the structural parameters, we assume the tax is fully salient to renters

(θ = 1). Section 3.1 demonstrates that while imperfect tax salience would attenuate the

estimated market elasticity of demand, it does not affect the estimated compliance rate.

Hence, our conclusions related to the pre-enforcement compliance rate remain unaltered in

the event that the actual tax salience is less than one.
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Heterogeneous effects Using our approach to test for heterogeneity in compliance rates

is straightforward. For example, in Appendix Table B.2, we distinguish between professional

(hosts with five or more listings) and non-professional hosts, as they may have different

levels of risk aversion or evasion incentives. Appendix Table B.3 shows that professional

hosts exhibit a higher level of pre-enforcement compliance (between 19.0 and 36.4%).

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we develop a simple theoretical approach to identify tax compliance in the

presence of changes in enforcement. We present a fully general framework to recover the

structural demand and supply elasticities and the pre-policy tax compliance rate in a setting

in which a change in an enforcement policy leads to a potential change in tax compliance.

Identification of tax compliance along with demand and supply elasticities requires incorpo-

rating an additional variable that acts as a supply or demand shifter, depending on which

side of the market carries the statutory burden before and after the change in the tax policy.

Our approach is especially appealing to investigate tax compliance in online transac-

tions, where tax obligations are particularly ambiguous or difficult to enforce. We illustrate

the theoretical identification argument using Airbnb tax enforcement agreements with local

jurisdictions. Exploiting the staggered introduction of these agreements, we use a difference-

in-difference design to estimate the level of pre-enforcement compliance. We find that only

zero to 3.5% of transactions were compliant before enforcement.
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Tables and Figures

Figure 1: Examples of Tax Enforcement
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Table 1: Summary of Results

Examples Burden Pre Burden Post Assumptions Results

Case A: Supply Demand α = 0 εd =
πTy

λ2+πTp

Airbnb γ = λ2εd εs =
πZy

πZp

Bibler et al. (2021) η = λ1εs λ1 =
πTy

εs
− πTp

Case B: Demand Demand ρ = 0 εd =
πZy

πZp

Amazon γ = (λ2 − λ1)εd εs =
πTy

πTp

Baugh et al. (2018) η = 0 λ1 = λ2 + πTp − πTy

εd

Case C: Supply Supply α = 0 εd =
πTy

πTp

↑ IRS on Firms γ = 0 εs =
πZy

πZp

Waseem (2023) η = (λ1 − λ2)εs λ1 = λ2 − πTp +
πTy

εs

Case D: Demand Supply ρ = 0 εd =
πZy

πZp

Diesel Fuel γ = λ1εd εs =
πTy

πTp−λ2

Kopczuk et al. (2016) η = −λ2εs λ1 =
πTy

εd
− πTp

The table outlines the necessary assumptions and identification results for four possible combinations of
shifts in the statutory burden determined by an enforcement policy: (A) enforcement shifts the statutory
burden from the supply to the demand side; (B) the statutory burden remains on the demand side before
and after the change in enforcement; (C) the statutory burden remains on the supply side before and after
the change in enforcement; and (D) enforcement shifts the statutory burden from the demand to the supply
side. We provide an in-depth discussion of each identification assumption and the results for four cases in
Appendix A. Burden Pre and Burden Post refer to the side of the market that bears the statutory burden
before and after the change in enforcement, respectively. The Assumptions column specifies the necessary
assumptions, and the Results column includes the solutions for the structural parameters in terms of the
reduced form parameters. It is important to note the distinction between tax-inclusive versus tax-exclusive
prices across the four cases. The price in the burden pre-stage is the market price observed in the data. In
the burden post-enforcement, the price in Cases A and B is tax-exclusive (since demand shifts downward),
and the price in Cases C and D is tax-inclusive (since supply shifts upward).
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Table 2: Summary statistics

N Mean Std. Dev. 25th Percentile Median 75th Percentile

Book Price 1,259,409 135.12 84.26 81.7 115 165
Nights Booked 3,592,522 5.75 11.66 0 0 7
Tax Rate 3,592,522 5.53 5.93 0 5 10.5
Tax Rate, with VCA 1,823,992 10.9 3.28 7.5 10.5 14
Arriving Passengers (1000s) 3,592,522 1152.49 718.99 565.24 955.19 1756.63
Hotel Search 3,592,522 74.8 14.03 65 75 86
Airbnb Search 3,592,522 52.47 19.13 39 51 66

The table reports summary statistics of the main variables. Arriving Passengers (in 1000s) refers to the
number of passengers arriving in a metro area in a given month, excluding return flights. Hotel Search refers
to the Google Trends search volume for the search hotels ‘metro’ in the month. and Airbnb Search refers
to the Google Trends search volume for the search Airbnb ‘metro’ in the month. Google Trends series are
standardized to the maximum search activity over the period June 2014 - November 2019.
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Table 3: Reduced Form Estimates

Google Searches

Hotels Airbnb
Panel A: ln(1 + Nights Booked)

ln(1 + τjmt) -0.383** -0.366** -0.422*** -0.290
(0.157) (0.183) (0.151) (0.186)

ln(Arrivals) 0.539***
(0.058)

Google Trends 0.008*** 0.009***
(0.001) (0.001)

Observations 3,592,522 3,592,522 3,592,522 3,592,522

Panel B: ln(Nightly Booking Price)

ln(1 + τjmt) -0.237** -0.252*** -0.244*** -0.172***
(0.099) (0.079) (0.080) (0.059)

ln(Arrivals) 0.330***
(0.045)

Google Trends 0.004*** 0.005***
(0.001) (0.001)

Observations 1,259,409 1,259,409 1,259,409 1,259,409

Property FE x x x x
Month-Year FE x x x x

The table reports the reduced-form estimates of the effect of tax collection agreement on nights booked
(Panel A) and booking price (Panel B). The top row of each panel ln(1 + τjmt) includes the estimated
effects of tax enforcement. The first column includes no additional demand shifter. Columns 2-4 include an
additional demand shifter (Zmt). Column 2 includes the logarithm of incoming flight passengers. Columns
3 and 4 include the volume of searches reported in Google Trends for hotels and Airbnb in the month. The
number of jurisdictions is 78. Standard errors, in parentheses, are clustered at the tax-jurisdiction level. ***
p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Table 4: Structural Parameter Estimates

Demand Shifter

Passengers Hotels Trend Airbnb Trend

εd -0.489 -0.558 -0.351
(0.234) (0.207) (0.224)

εs 1.632 2.014 1.802
(0.215) (0.173) (0.167)

λ1 0.028 0.035 0.002
(0.130) (0.109) (0.116)

p-value, H0 : λ1 > 0.1 0.287 0.274 0.221
p-value, H0 : λ1 > 0.2 0.091 0.064 0.052

The table reports the structural parameters with standard errors (in parentheses below the estimates). Stan-
dard errors are computed using a wild residual bootstrap with 500 repetitions and random sampling from the
Rademacher distribution at the tax-jurisdiction level (Cameron et al., 2008). For each bootstrap repetition,
we construct the structural parameters and report the standard deviation of the bootstrap distribution.
The first column includes estimates using the incoming flight passengers variable. Columns 2 and 3 include
estimates using the volume of searches reported in Google Trends for hotels and Airbnb. The p−values are
calculated on the basis of the parameter estimates and their standard errors assuming normality.
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Appendix A: Alternative Tax Burden Specifications

In Table 1, we outline the necessary assumptions and identification results in the four possible

cases of increased tax enforcement, which depend on the side of the market bearing the

statutory tax burden in the pre- and post-enforcement periods. Each of the results follows

from using the solution concept outlined in Section 3.

For Case B, in which the tax burden is on the demand side of the market before and

after enforcement, we require that Zit acts as a supply shifter, so ρ = 0. We refer to this

assumption as SER3. Without a supply shifter, the other two assumptions we make in this

case will not separately identify pre-enforcement compliance from the elasticity of demand.

The modified RER assumption in this case is γ = (λ2 − λ1) · εd, which is adjusted for the

magnitude of the demand shift due to the increase in tax enforcement. Because the burden

is on the demand side in both periods, the magnitude of the enforcement-induced shift is

mitigated to the extent that buyers are tax-compliant in the pre-enforcement period. Lastly,

in this case the statutory burden falls on consumers in both periods, so we make the SER

assumption that η = 0. Intuitively, the change in tax enforcement does not lead to a shift

in the supply function, as in the case presented by Zoutman et al. (2018).

In Case C the tax burden is on the supply side of the market both before and after the

change in tax enforcement. For this case, we require that Zit acts as a demand shifter, so

α = 0 (as in Case A), so that assumption SER2 holds. Otherwise, the elasticity of supply

and pre-enforcement compliance can not be separately identified, as enforcement leads to a

shift in supply that depends on λ1 and εs. The modified RER assumption in this case is

η = (λ2−λ1) · εs, which is adjusted for the magnitude of the supply shift due to the increase

in tax enforcement. Because the burden is on the supply side in both periods, the magnitude

of the enforcement-induced shift is mitigated to the extent that sellers are tax-compliant in

the pre-enforcement period. Analogous to Case B, where the burden does not change sides,

the tax is always levied on supply so we apply the standard SER assumption for a supply-

side tax that γ = 0. In other words, tax enforcement does not lead to a shift in the demand

function.

Case D refers to the situation in which the tax burden switches from the demand to

the supply side with enforcement, which requires that Zit acts as a supply shifter. That

is, similar to Case B, we assume that ρ = 0 (SER3), to facilitate separate identification of

the elasticity of demand and pre-enforcement compliance. The modified RER assumption

in this case is that η = −λ2ε
s, which describes the magnitude of the supply shift due

to the increase in tax enforcement. Given that the supply-side does not bear the pre-

enforcement statutory burden, the enforcement-induced supply shift is scaled by the rate of
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post-enforcement compliance (λ2) and does not depend λ1. Lastly, because the tax burden

shifts from the demand to supply side, the magnitude of the demand shift due to the tax

does depend on pre-enforcement compliance from buyers and is given by γ = λ1ε
d. This is

the analog to the third assumption discussed in Section 3 for Case A and captures the shift

in demand that follows from removing the statutory burden from the demand side.
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Appendix B: Supplemental Tables and Figures

B.1 Event studies

Comparable trends in unobservables is a necessary assumption for all differences-in-differences

designs. In addition, the TWFE estimator with staggered adoption delivers consistent es-

timates under the assumption of homogeneity in treatment effects across groups and time

(Goodman-Bacon, 2021). We estimate an event study using the robust estimator introduced

by Sun and Abraham (2021) along with the TWFE estimator. These event studies test the

plausibility of the parallel trends assumption in our setting and the robustness of relaxing

the treatment effect homogeneity assumptions.

Figure B.1 presents the event study coefficients for quantity (Panel a) and price (Panel

b). In both specifications, the estimates delivered by the TWFE estimator are close to the

estimates obtained using the method proposed by Sun and Abraham (2021). This shows that

the results are unlikely to be driven by issues related to treatment effect heterogeneity and

negative weighting that arise from using staggered treatments. In addition, pre-treatment

coefficients are close to zero, while post-treatment coefficients appear to be substantially

larger in magnitude than any of the pre-treatment coefficients, consistent with the parallel

trends assumption. In only one case, we can formally reject the hypothesis that the pre-

treatment coefficients are equal to zero, as there appears to exist a difference in trends

between pre-periods 4 and 3 for prices, using the Sun and Abraham (2021)’s estimator.
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Figure B.1: Event study estimators

(a) Effect of VCAs on nights booked

(b) Effect of VCAs on booking prices

The figures report: in Panel (a) a dynamic version of the TWFE model, Equation (7), estimated using OLS
and Sun and Abraham (2021). The outcome is ln(1 + Nights Bookedkjmt), the logarithm of the number of
nights booked for property k in tax jurisdiction j and metro m in month-year t; in Panel (b) a dynamic
version of the TWFE model, Equation (8), estimated using OLS and Sun and Abraham (2021). The outcome
is ln(Booking Pricekjmt), the logarithm of the booking price for property k in tax jurisdiction j and metro
m in month-year t. The figures display six pre-periods and six post-periods. The bars represent 95 percent
confidence intervals. Standard errors are clustered at the tax-jurisdiction level.
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B.2 Assessing the Parallel Trend Assumption

We adopt the “honest approach” to parallel trends proposed by Rambachan and Roth (2023)

to test the robustness of our findings to alternative assumptions about different trends in

treated versus untreated tax jurisdictions. If we restrict the post-treatment violation of

parallel trends to be no larger than the maximal pre-treatment violation of parallel trends,

we obtain confidence sets that are slightly wider than the original ones but rule out a null

effect on both prices and quantities. We also verify that the breakdown value for a null effect

is around a violation that is twice as large as the maximal pre-treatment violation: see Figure

B.2. We also construct robust confidence sets about how non-linear the difference in trends

can be, allowing for linear violations of parallel trends and larger deviations from linearity.

Our results are robust to linear violations and, up to the arbitrary amount M ≤ 0.03, to

nonlinear violations.

Figure B.2: Sensitivity estimates on nights and prices based on Rambachan and Roth (2023)

(a) Sensitivity on nights booked: OLS
(b) Sensitivity on nights booked: Sun and Abra-
ham (2021)

(c) Sensitivity on booking prices: OLS
(d) Sensitivity on booking prices: Sun and Abra-
ham (2021)

The figures report a sensitivity analysis of the estimated effects on nights (Panels a and b) and prices (Panels
c and d) to potential violations of parallel trends per Rambachan and Roth (2023). The red bar in each
panel represents the 95% confidence interval of the difference-in-difference estimate for t = 4 months after
the introduction of a VCA agreement (baseline estimates). The blue bars represent the corresponding 95%
confidence intervals permitting M deviations (x-axis) from the parallel trends assumption.
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B.3 Robustness and Heterogeneity

Table B.1: Reduced Form and Structural Estimates, Poisson

Google Searches

Hotels Airbnb
Panel A: Nights Booked, Poisson

ln(1 + τjmt) -0.482* -0.495* -0.480* -0.339
(0.286) (0.256) (0.245) (0.231)

ln(Arrivals) 0.468***
(0.065)

Google Trends 0.008*** 0.011***
(0.001) (0.001)

Observations 3,118,578 3,118,578 3,118,578 3,118,578

Panel B: Structural Parameter Estimates

Demand Shifter

Passengers Hotels Trend Airbnb Trend

εd -0.662 -0.635 -0.409
(0.763) (0.758) (0.489)

εs 1.419 2.010 2.172
(0.228) (0.248) (0.261)

λ1 -0.098 0.005 0.016
(0.203) (0.150) (0.125)

p-value, H0 : λ1 > 0.1 0.165 0.264 0.250
p-value, H0 : λ1 > 0.2 0.071 0.097 0.070

Panel A reports the reduced-form estimates of the effect of tax collection agreement on nights booked using
Poisson regression. The top row of Panel A ln(1 + τjmt) includes the estimated effects of tax enforcement.
The first column includes no additional demand shifter. Columns 2-4 include an additional demand shifter
(Zmt). Column 2 includes the logarithm of incoming flight passengers. Columns 3 and 4 include the
volume of searches reported in Google Trends for hotels and Airbnb in the month. Panel B reports the
corresponding structural parameter estimates, which are obtained using the Panel A Poisson estimates for
quantity along with the Table 3 price estimates. The number of jurisdictions is 78. Standard errors in Panel
A, in parentheses, are clustered at the tax jurisdiction level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Standard
errors in Panel B are computed from a non-parametric bootstrap with 500 repetitions and clustering at
the tax-jurisdiction level. The p−values are calculated on the basis of the parameter estimates and their
standard errors, assuming normality.
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Table B.2: Reduced Form Estimates, Individual vs. Professional Hosts

Google Searches

Hotels Airbnb
Panel A: ln(1 + Nights Booked)

ln(1 + τjmt) × < 5 -0.431** -0.410** -0.467*** -0.263
(0.166) (0.167) (0.145) (0.176)

ln(1 + τjmt) × ≥ 5 -0.091 -0.098 -0.130 -0.396
(0.609) (0.634) (0.610) (0.549)

ln(Arrivals) × < 5 0.536***
(0.059)

ln(Arrivals) × ≥ 5 0.553***
(0.078)

Google Trends × < 5 0.009*** 0.009***
(0.001) (0.001)

Google Trends × ≥ 5 0.008*** 0.011***
(0.001) (0.002)

Observations 3,591,047 3,591,047 3,591,047 3,591,047

Panel B: ln(Nightly Booking Price)

ln(1 + τjmt) × < 5 -0.222* -0.213** -0.217** -0.115
(0.115) (0.090) (0.090) (0.070)

ln(1 + τjmt) × ≥ 5 -0.305*** -0.443*** -0.386*** -0.406***
(0.059) (0.071) (0.073) (0.083)

ln(Arrivals) × < 5 0.302***
(0.043)

ln(Arrivals) × ≥ 5 0.447***
(0.059)

Google Trends × < 5 0.004*** 0.005***
(0.001) (0.001)

Google Trends × ≥ 5 0.005*** 0.006***
(0.001) (0.001)

1,259,371 1,259,371 1,259,371 1,259,371

Property FE x x x x
Month-Year FE x x x x

The table reports the reduced-form estimates of the effect of tax collection agreement on nights booked
(Panel A) and booking price (Panel B) for two subsets of the sample: Listings from hosts with fewer than 5
listings and listings from hosts with 5 or more listings. The top two rows of each panel ln(1+τjmt) include the
estimated effects of tax enforcement. The first column includes no additional demand shifter. Columns 2-4
include an additional demand shifter (Zmt). Column 2 includes the logarithm of incoming flight passengers.
Columns 3 and 4 include the volume of searches reported in Google Trends for hotels and Airbnb in the
month. All estimates are from a single regression that includes interactions between the tax variable and
indicators for hosts with fewer than 5 listings and hosts with 5 or more listings, and interactions between
the demand shifter and indicators for hosts with fewer than 5 listings and hosts with 5 or more listings. The
number of jurisdictions is 78. Standard errors, in parentheses, are clustered at the tax-jurisdiction level. ***
p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Table B.3: Structural Parameter Estimates, Individual vs. Professional Hosts

Demand Shifter

Passengers Hotels Trend Airbnb Trend
Panel A: Hosts with < 5 Listings

εd -0.521 -0.597 -0.297
(0.238) (0.226) (0.204)

εs 1.773 2.187 1.818
(0.254) (0.194) (0.170)

λ1 -0.018 0.003 -0.030
(0.099) (0.084) (0.105)

p-value, H0 : λ1 > 0.1 0.113 0.125 0.108
p-value, H0 : λ1 > 0.2 0.013 0.010 0.014

Panel B: Hosts with ≥ 5 Listings

εd -0.176 -0.211 -0.667
(1.205) (1.042) (1.061)

εs 1.237 1.546 1.834
(0.161) (0.189) (0.225)

λ1 0.364 0.302 0.191
(0.527) (0.410) (0.283)

p-value, H0 : λ1 > 0 0.245 0.231 0.250

The table reports the structural parameters with standard errors (in parentheses) for two subsets of the sam-
ple: Listings from hosts with fewer than 5 listings and listings from hosts with 5 or more listings. Structural
parameter estimation based on the reduced form results in Table B.2. Standard errors are computed from
wild residual bootstrap with 500 repetitions and clustering at the tax jurisdiction level. The first column
includes estimates using the incoming flight passengers variable. Columns 2 and 3 include estimates using
the volume of searches reported in Google Trends for hotels and Airbnb. The p−values are calculated on
the basis of the parameter estimates and their standard errors, assuming normality.
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